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rystalline thin films of metal
sulfides [CdS, ZnS, CuS and PbS] at the water–oil
interface

P. John Thomas,*a Gemma L. Stansfield,b Nathanael Komba,b David J. H. Cant,b

Karthik Ramasamy,b Enteisar Albrasi,b Hanan Al-Chaghouri,b Karen L. Syres,c

Paul O'Brien,bd Wendy R. Flavell,e Egid Mubofu,f Federica Bondinog

and Elena Magnanog

Simple one pot reactions between thiobiuret complexes [M(SON(CNiPr2)2)2], (M ¼ Cd, Zn, Pb or Cu) in

toluene and aqueous Na2S lead to well-defined assemblies of nanocrystals. High quality thin films of

CdS, ZnS, CuS and PbS nanoparticulates adhered to the interface are produced and are transferable to

glass and other substrates. The effect of reaction parameters on the nature and properties of the

deposits are examined. The films are characterized by high-resolution transmission electron microscopy,

X-ray diffraction, scanning electron microscopy, transport property measurements, X-ray photoelectron

and absorption spectroscopy. The ability to obtain thin films of several nanocrystalline semiconductors

from a single precursor set significantly expands the scope of a reaction scheme that is still in its infancy.
1 Introduction

Thin lms of inorganic nanocrystals are critical for a number of
optoelectronic applications including solar energy generation,
lasing and sensing.1,2 Inspired in part by potential applications,
there has been spectacular progress over the past decade in the
synthesis of high quality particulates in solution.2 Recent advances
in synthesizing multifunctional nanoparticles combining for
example, semiconducting and magnetic components in one
particulate is noteworthy.3 The above crystallites are obtained as
dispersions in a liquid and need to be cast into solid structures for
use in functional architectures. This is usually accomplished by
self-assembly, layer-by-layer deposition and spin coating.4Methods
that can integrate the synthesis and assembly steps into a one-pot
scheme are rare. Molecular precursor mediated interfacial depo-
sition of nanostructures is one such scheme. A recent revival of
interest in this area5–7 has led to materials of topical interest such
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hemistry 2015
as thin lms made of pyramidal PbS nanocrystals bound by high
energy {331} surfaces,8 nanorod structures of CdS9 and Bi2S3.10

In the interfacial scheme, a molecular precursor dissolved in
an organic solvent such as toluene is held in contact with an
aqueous layer containing a sulding or reducing agent.5–7

Appropriate choice of reagents leads to well-adhered nano-
structured lm at the oil–water interface. The region in the
vicinity of the interface is host to a ra of singular process that
govern the transport of ions and direct the structure of the
emergent mesostructure.5–7 Advantages of this method include
simplicity, low-costs and convenience in that crystalline
deposits can be obtained at low temperatures and transferred to
a variety of substrates. However, our understanding of the
underlying mechanisms are poor. It is difficult to predict or
explain the reaction between a given set of precursors using
current models.5 Empirical advances are the primary means of
progress in this nascent area. A particular challenge is identi-
fying stable metal complexes suited for deposition. Previous
studies have uncovered strong dependence between structure of
the deposits and those of the precursors. For example, PbS
nanocrystals have been shown to change from sphere to rod
growth by simply altering the structure of the Pb source.8

Herein, we have identied a class of complexes based on the
thiobiuret ligand all of which are found suited for deposition of
binary metal suldes at the water–toluene interface.

Thiobiurets are not well studied. In the past, they have
attracted attention as potential chemotherapeutic agents11,12

and in the manufacture of plastics and resins.13 Possible use as
precursors for nanostructured metal suldes were, until
recently, virtually unexplored. O'Brien and co-workers have
RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 62291–62299 | 62291
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View Article Online
used a series of thio- and dithiobiuret complexes of Co, Ni, Fe,
Zn, Cd, In, and Cu14 for depositing thin lms of a myriad
semiconductors by chemical vapour deposition. The versatility
demonstrated in obtaining a range of materials employing a
single family of air and water stable precursors hasmotivated us
to investigate the suitability of thiobiurets for interfacial
deposition.

The targets of this study include well-known semiconductors
such as CdS and ZnS as well as less common PbS and CuS. The
former provide a ready reference to test the quality of the
deposits. PbS nanocrystals with large exciton diameters15 and
small band gaps suited to harvesting IR light, have witnessed a
upsurge in interest following the discovery of their ability to
generate multiple carriers upon irradiation with a single
photon.16–19 Benign routes to nanocrystalline PbS are uncommon
and hence worthy of investigation. Suldes of copper and iron
consist entirely of earth abundant, non-toxic ions20,21 and could
provide answers to the global energy challenge by yielding cheap
semiconductors truly suited for mass manufacture of solar
cells.22,23 Themost important synthetic challenge in this area is to
achieve robust phase control. In the bulk, copper suldes
compose of ions in multiple oxidation states and span a diverse
range of compositions, with up to 16 identied phases.24–27

Members of this family encompass high Tc superconductors,
metals, fast ion conductors and semiconductors.24,28 The binary
complex of CuS, covellite is particularly unusual. A semi-
conductor, it exhibits metallic conductivity at room temperature,
superconductivity at low temperatures and fast ion conductivity
at high temperatures.29,30 Doping by introducing either excess
Cu2+ or S2� ion can result in precious semiconductors.26 Hence, a
simple route to phase pure suldes of Cu is signicant.

2 Experimental section
2.1 Synthesis of the thiobiurets

{[M(SON(CNiPr2)2)2], (M ¼ Cd, Zn or Cu)}: A solution of N,N-di-
iso-propylcarbamoyl chloride (1.0 g, 6 mmol) and sodium thio-
cyanate (0.49 g, 6 mmol) in acetonitrile (25 mL) was heated to
reux with continuous stirring for 1 h, during which time NaCl
precipitates. This precipitate was removed by ltration and dis-
carded. To the cooled reaction mixture, di-iso-propylamine (1.49
mL, 12 mmol) was added followed by stirring for 30 min and
addition of the corresponding metal acetate (3 mmol). The
solution was then stirred for a further 30 min. The thiobiurets
were all obtained as ne solids which were collected by Buchner
ltration and dried in air. Cd(SON(CNiPr2)2)2 was obtained as a
white powder and recrystallized from toluene using ethanol.
Elemental analysis: calc. (%) C, 49.0; H, 8.1; N, 12.2; S, 9.3; Cd,
16.4. Found (%): C, 49.2; H, 7.8; N, 12.0; S, 9.1; Cd, 15.9.
Zn(SON(CNiPr2)2)2: recrystallization from chloroform and meth-
anol yielded white needle-like crystals. Elemental analysis: calc.
(%): C, 52.7; H, 8.7; N, 13.1; S, 10.0; Zn, 10.2. Found (%): C, 52.2;
H, 8.3; N, 12.7; S, 9.6; Zn, 9.8. Pb(SON(CNiPr2)2)2: recrystallization
from chloroform yielded pale brown crystallites. Elemental
analysis: calc. (%): C, 43.1; H, 7.2; N, 10.8; S, 8.2; Pb, 26.6. Found
(%): C, 44.1; H, 7.3; N, 10.5; S, 8.0; Pb, 26.3. Cu(SON(CNiPr2)2)2:
recrystallization from chloroform and methanol yielded pale
62292 | RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 62291–62299
green crystallites. Elemental analysis: calc. (%): C, 52.8; H, 8.8; N,
13.2; S, 10.0; Cu, 9.9. Found (%): C, 51.8; H, 9.0; N, 12.1; S, 9.7;
Cu, 9.5.

2.2 Deposition of thin lms at the interface

In a typical experiment a toluene solution of metal thiobiuret
(30 mL, 1.8 mM) was gently layered atop aqueous Na2S (30 mL,
3.8 mM) in a 100 mL beaker with a diameter of 4.8 cm. Aer the
layers were stabilized the beaker was transferred to an oven held
at elevated temperature (between 50 and 70 �C). The end of the
reaction was marked by the interface acquiring distinctive
shades. For example, cadmium sulde deposits were bright
yellow while zinc sulde appeared white. In either case, the two
liquids remained colourless. Depositions involving elevated
temperatures were accomplished by initiating the reaction at
room temperature, followed by the introduction of the vessel in
a pre-heated oven. The aqueous and the toluene layer were
cooled to necessary temperature before layering to initiate the
reaction in cases where the reaction temperature was lower than
room temperature. The vessel was then quickly introduced into
a temperature controlled refrigerator.

2.3 Transfer of interfacial deposits

The lms obtained at the interface were transferred to glass,
quartz, freshly cleaved mica slides or indium tin oxide coated
glass slides by completely dipping a substrate held perpendic-
ular to the interface into the aqueous layer at the bottom of the
vessel and slowly withdrawing it out of the beaker. The transfer
of the deposit to the substrate took place during the withdrawal
step. A brief period (ca. one minute) of contact between the
downward and the upward stroke promoted lm adhesion.
Films suitable for transport measurements were obtained by
carrying out this process with the help of a dipper or a stepper
motor controlled home built robotic arm whereby dipping
speeds of a 1 cm min�1 were possible.

2.4 Characterization of thin lms

X-ray diffraction was performed with a Philips Xpert diffrac-
tometer using monochromated CuKa radiation. Samples for
diffraction consisted of deposits transferred to glass substrates.
Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) was carried out with a
Philips CM200 microscope operating at 200 kV. Samples for
TEM were obtained by depositing an ethanolic dispersion of the
interfacial deposit on carbon coated Cu grids (300 mesh).
Scanning Microscopy (SEM) was performed with Philips Excel
microscope equipped with a 30 kV eld emission gun. Thin
lms deposited on glass substrate and coated with a thin layer
of thermally-evaporated carbon were used for SEM imaging. The
X-ray photoelectron spectra (XPS) of lms stored in air were
obtained at BACH (35 # hv # 1600 eV) beamline of the Elettra
Synchrotron, Trieste, Italy, which was tted with a VSW 150 mm
mean radius hemispherical electron energy analyser. The
binding energies of the spectra were calibrated to literature
values for the S(2p) peak from PbS.17 Shirley-type backgrounds
were subtracted and Gaussian/Lorentzian sum functions used
to t the line shapes. The spin–orbit splitting of the doublets
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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View Article Online
was set as 1.2 eV for the S(2p) peaks, and the doublet intensity
ratio was set as 2 : 1.

UV-visible spectroscopy were recorded using Cary 5000
double beam UV-vis-NIR spectrophotometer. The thickness of
lms was measured using a Dektak 8 Stylus prolometer.
Charge transport measurements were carried out using a home-
built system composed of a closed-cycle He cryostat, Keithley
2400 Series Source-Measure unit and a Lakeshore 325
Temperature Controller. Au contacts were thermally evaporated
onto the glass substrates containing the interfacial deposits.
The samples were mounted onto the cold nger of the closed-
cycle cryostat and held at a vacuum of 10�6 mbar and cooled
to 15 K, while DC resistance measurements are carried out. The
measurements were also carried out as the samples warmed up.
3 Results and discussion
3.1 Mechanism of deposition

The thiobiuret ligand is obtained by reacting N,N-diispro-
pylcarbomyl chloride with sodium thiocyanate and diisopro-
pylamine to produce 1,1,5,5-tetraisopropyl-2-thiobiuret. The
metal complexes are obtained as precipitates by reacting the
ligand with a methanolic solution of metal salts (see Fig. 1). The
obtained compounds are unchanged aer exposure to air for
several months and are not affected by water. Detailed struc-
tural characterization of this set of molecules are published
elsewhere.14

The reaction leading to nanocrystalline lms taking place at
the interface of water and toluene initially involves an exchange
of anions. For example, in the case of CdS deposition:

Cd[SON(CNiPr2)2]2(oil) + Na2S(aq.) /

CdSinterface + 2Na[SON(CNiPr2)2](aq.) (1)

We conrmed the presence of Na(SON(CNiPr2)2)2 in water by
electrospray ionization mass spectrometry. The seeds grow to a
critical size and occulate to form thin lms. The mechanics of
diffusion, heat ow, partition of ions and charges in the region
surrounding the interface are all believed to be pertinent.5,6,31–34
Fig. 1 Synthesis of thiobiuret ligand and metal complexes.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
Advances in the interfacial reaction scheme are hinged on
the characteristics of the precursors used to deliver metal ions
to the surface. Suitable precursors should be soluble in toluene
or other mildly polar organic solvents, air stable, withstand
contact with water and be able to release metal ions slowly to
the interfacial region. Previous studies have mainly relied on
strong bidentate ligands: cupferrates and thiocarbamates
ligands to form suldes.5 Thiobiurets used herein appear to
readily full these demanding criteria and indeed offer some
advantages. Complexes of Cu, Sn, Co and Fe with either cup-
ferrate and a variety of thiocarbamate ligands are poorly soluble
in toluene whereas the corresponding thiobiurets are readily
soluble. In the light of growing interest in suldes of these
metal ions, we envisage rapid developments in the area aided by
the chemistry of thiobiurets.
3.2 Structure and morphology of the deposits

Scanning electron microscopic images reveal distinct micro-
structures for the deposits obtained (see Fig. 2). CdS and ZnS
(Fig. 2a and b) consist of attened aggregates that form a
network of occulates that span the entire imaged area. The
longest dimension of the individual feature are between 100–
300 nanometers. High resolution images reveal rough surfaces,
indicating the presence of smaller constituent granules. In the
case of PbS, spheroidal rather than at features are seen. The
microstructure of CuS lms consist of curved egg-shell-like
fragments that adorn a smooth background layer with nano-
scopic voids (see Fig. 2c). It is clear that this structure is made
up of nanoscopic grains.

The grains making up the aggregates could be resolved by
transmission electron microscopy (see Fig. 3). Dispersion by
mild sonication is sufficient to break up the granular aggregates
seen in Fig. 2. In the case of CuS, clumps of nanoparticles that
form the aggregates are visible in the micrograph (Fig. 3c). High
resolution images reveal lattice planes suggesting the particu-
lates are indeed crystalline. The granules seen in Fig. 2 consist
of tightly packed grains akin to a biscuit. We believe that the
grains are protected against coalescence by a charged surface
layer. The interfacial deposits are thus hierarchical mesoscalar
assemblies of nanocrystals. Such structures involve self-
assembly across multiple length scales and are difficult to
obtain by other well-established techniques. However, these
features seem to be commonly produced by interfacial deposi-
tion.5 We note that mesostructured assembly has been noted in
interfacially-grown deposits of Pd,35 Bi2S3, Au34 and Ag.36 It is
believed that such assembly is a direct manifestation of the
forces at play at the oil–water interface.

X-ray diffraction patterns of the deposits consists of broad
peaks, characteristic of nanoscopic grains. In the case of CdS
and ZnS, it is not possible to identify if the deposits are cubic or
hexagonal owing to the width of the peaks and the similarities
in the diffraction pattern of both these phases. Unambiguous
assignment is however possible in the case of CuS, where the
obtained pattern matches well with that expected of covellite
(see Fig. 4). Notably, no other CuS phases are present. PbS
deposits are cubic with a rock salt structure.
RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 62291–62299 | 62293
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Fig. 2 Scanning electronmicroscopic images of interfacial deposits of
(a) ZnS obtained after 48 hours of growth at 60 �C, scale 2 mm; (b) CdS
obtained at room temperature, 5 hours, scale 2 mm; (c) CuS obtained
after 3 hours at 70 �C, scale 5 mm; (d) PbS, obtained after 2 hours at
50 �C, scale 1 mm.

Fig. 3 Transmission electron microscopic images of dispersed inter-
facial deposits of (a) ZnS obtained after 48 hours of growth at 60 �C,
scale 15 nm; (b) CdS obtained at room temperature, 5 hours. The inset
shows a low resolution image, scale 20 nm; (c) CuS obtained after 3
hours at 70 �C, scale 100 nm; (d) PbS, obtained after 2 hours at 50 �C,
scale 25 nm, the inset shows a high resolution image with a scale bar
measuring 5 nm.
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We note that the deposits obtained at the interface transfer
well to glass substrates yielding lms with uniform character-
istics spread over areas of tens of square millimetres. It is
possible to reliably measure physical properties of such lms
62294 | RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 62291–62299
using thermally evaporated electrodes with 1 mm spacing
between digits. The conductivity (s) of CdS lms grown at 40 �C
over 24 h was found to be 1.31 � 10�6 U�1 m�1 at 280 K. ZnS
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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Fig. 4 X-ray diffraction patterns of interfacial CuS deposit. Also shown
are the peak position and intensity of the standard diffraction pattern
corresponding to covellite (JCPDS no: 00-006-0464). The deposition
was carried out for 6 hours with 0.078 mmol of Cu(SON(CNiPr2)2)2 in
30 mL of toluene and 30 mL equimolar aq. Na2S$9H2O at 70 �C.

Fig. 5 Plot showing linear relationship between s and 1/T in the case
of (a) CdS and (b) ZnS. Straight-line fits to the different s regimes are
shown. The units for s are U�1 m�1.
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lms obtained under identical conditions were slightly less
resistive, with s of 1.75 � 10�6 U�1 m�1. The values compare
well with those obtained from solution-deposited lms of
nanocrystals.37,38

Detailed transport measurements were carried out as a
function of temperature for selected lms. Films of CdS and
ZnS nanocrystals obtained at 40 �C exhibit behaviour typical of
semiconductors with a clear drop in conductivity with
decreasing temperature. The drop in conductivity was 70% in
the case of CdS lms and amore modest 40% in the case of ZnS.
The conductivity (s) in these granular lms can be analysed,
following a model of activated hopping proposed by Neu-
gebauer and Webb,39 according to which,

s f e�2dbe�Ea/kT. (2)

here, d is the separation between the grains; b, the constant
associated with tunnelling between the nanocrystals separated
by a dielectric medium; Ea, the activation energy for hopping of
electrons between nanocrystals. In this case, d and b, may be
assumed to be constant at various temperatures (neglecting
thermal expansion) giving

s ¼ Ae�Ea/kT. (3)

The activation energy depends on the diameter of the
nanocrystalline grains as well as the dielectric properties of the
nanocrystals and the surrounding medium.40,41 Plots of ln s vs.
1/T were linear (see Fig. 5). Two distinct linear regimes are
discernible in the plot corresponding to ZnS deposits (Fig. 5b)
with the switch taking place around 200 K. Clearly the mecha-
nism of conduction changes with the fall in temperature. We
nd no hysteresis in the behaviour suggesting that the change is
reversible. Such behaviour has previously been attributed to
changes in the lm structure.42,43 An activation energy of 41.2
meV was obtained for the CdS deposits. In the case of ZnS, lms
Eas of 22.5 meV and 9.1 meV were obtained corresponding to
the high (>200 K) and low (<200 K) temperature regimes. The
Eas reported herein are in line with previous reports42,44 and
suggest that charge transport is largely limited by the barrier
present at the surface of the grains.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
The composition and the surface structure of the deposits
were analysed by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS). Fig. 6
shows XPS of S 2p core levels of a nanocrystalline PbS deposit.
The strong feature in the 159–164 eV binding energy (BE) range
can be decomposed into two components S1 and S2. The former
corresponds to S in PbS, while the smaller S2 component has
several possible assignments. In studies of colloidal PbS NCs, it
has been attributed to the surface S–C bond associated with the
organic ligand.17,45 In our case, no passivating ligand is used,
and the C 1s signal is of much lower intensity than is typical for
colloidal NCs, but we cannot rule out the presence of small
amounts of residual thiobiuret precursor. S2 has also been
associated with sulfur atoms associated with one oxygen atom
in surface –SO moieties,46 representing the very initial stages of
oxidation. Its binding energy is also consistent with surface-
adsorbed protons, in –SH species,47 which have also been
proposed as intermediates formed in initial oxidation.48,49 The S
2p core level shows particularly large chemical shis, such that
any feature observed between ca. 165 eV and 171 eV may be
attributed to oxidised species (such as sulfate and sulte). The
spectra were tted with four doublet species corresponding to
sulfur in PbS (S1), –SO/S–C/–SH (S2), sulte and sulfate species
(PbSOx) S3 and S4 respectively. In the light of the very low
intensity of S3 and S4 species, it is apparent that very little
surface reaction has taken place in the PbS deposits, despite a
week of exposure to air. The distribution of surface oxidation
products may be probed by varying the incident photon energy.
The resulting change in photoelectron kinetic energy alters the
photoelectron inelastic mean free path. The sampling depth
from which 95% of the detected electrons originate is approxi-
mately 3 times the inelastic mean free path. Spectra were taken
at multiple sampling depths by varying the energy of the inci-
dent X-ray beam between 300 and 800 eV to give sampling
depths ranging between 2.0 nm and 5.1 nm (ref. 50) (Fig. 6).
Very small features due to sulfate and sulte are visible at the
lowest sampling depth used (2 nm), indicating the presence of a
very small amount of a sulfate/sulte passivation layer,48 local-
ised at the nanoparticle surfaces. This is in contrast to results
obtained from colloidally-synthesised PbS nanoparticle
samples which show a much larger degree of surface oxidation
RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 62291–62299 | 62295
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aer a similar air exposure.17 The ratio of PbSOx : PbS as taken
from the 2 nm sampling depth spectrum is approximately
0.02 : 1. This is 40 to 50 times less than for colloidally-
synthesised nanoparticles,17 which showed PbSOx : PbS ratios
in the range 0.8 : 1, 1.0 : 1 over similar sampling depths, aer
air exposure of only a few hours. The ability to produce such
high quality deposits is a particularly noteworthy aspect of the
interfacial deposition scheme. For PbS nanocrystals produced
without a covering of organic ligands, such as those synthesised
here, we expect the lowest energy surfaces to be the {100}
surfaces8,51 so we associate this stability with the preferred (200)
orientation typically found in XRD of these deposits.
3.3 Inuence of deposition conditions

Deposition at the interface was carried out at different
temperatures for varying lengths of time. The progress of the
reaction was followed by monitoring the colouration of the
interface. The properties of the deposits were ascertained under
different conditions. The minimum temperature required to
accomplish interfacial deposition, the maximum temperature
Fig. 6 X-ray photoelectron spectra of a nanocrystalline PbS deposit
exposed to air for approximately one week after synthesis. The spectra
were obtained at sampling depths of (a) 2.0 nm (b) 3.7 nm and (c) 5.1
nm. Inset shows the signal due to oxidised sulfur species at 50�
magnification. Peaks present are: S1 (red) sulfur present in PbS (lead
sulfide), S2 (blue) –SO/S–C/–SH, S3 (green) sulfur present in PbSOx

(sulfite), and S4 (orange) sulfur present in PbSOx (sulfate).

62296 | RSC Adv., 2015, 5, 62291–62299
studied as well as the pertinent times are summarized in Table
1. In all cases except CuS, good quality deposits can be obtained
at room temperature (or below). No energy input is required
during the reaction. This aspect is particularly attractive as
other deposition methods nearly always require elevated
temperatures. Our study adds to the growing body of evidence
suggesting that interfacial deposition scheme is capable of
producing quality nanocrystalline lms at low temperatures.5,52

We envisage that thin lms extending over larger areas can be
obtained by increasing the interface area using a larger reaction
vessel.

An increase in deposition temperature leads to quicker
deposition and causes some changes to the morphology of the
deposits. The most pronounced changes were seen in the case
of CdS. Absorption of these lms obtained at different
temperatures consisted of a sharp onset, corresponding to
optical band gaps higher than those of bulk CdS (see Fig. 7). The
blue shi produced by size-dependent changes associated with
nanocrystals fell from 0.55 eV to 0.15 eV (the onset/optical band
gap decreased from 2.97 eV to 2.57 eV) as the temperature was
raised from RT to 60 �C. Themethod proposed by Sarma and co-
workers is used to relate the absorption features to the diameter
of the particulates (d).53,54 This method, based on high level
theoretical calculations yields accurate diameter estimates from
the size-dependent shis in band gap. Accordingly, the increase
in band gap (DEg) is given by:

DEg ¼ 1

ad2 þ bd þ c
(4)

where, d is the diameter and a, b and c are material dependent
constants. For CdS, the values of a, b and c are 0.1278, 0.1018,
0.1821 respectively.53 It is found that the changes to the
absorption features corresponds to a increase in diameter from
3.2 nm at room temperature to 6.7 nm at 60 �C. Independent
estimates of grain sized obtained from the broadening of the
peaks in the X-ray diffraction pattern suggest that the grain sizes
increase from 5 to 12 nm. The correspondence between the two
methods is gratifying. This variation is comparable to a previous
report in which a grain size increase from 4 to 7 nm was
reported in interfacial deposits obtained using cadmium
diethyldithiocarbamate precursor.55 In the case of ZnS and PbS,
temperature caused no tangible grain size changes.

The conductivity of CdS lms increases by two orders as the
deposition temperature is raised to 60 �C (see Table 2). In the
case of ZnS, a similar elevation produced minimal impact
Table 1 Conditions required for the growth of different deposits. The
onset time is at maximum temperature and saturation corresponds to
growth time at minimum temperature to achieve interfacial saturation

Deposit

Temperature (�C) Time (h)

Min Max Onset Saturation

ZnS RT 70 1 24
CdS 10 70 0.5 48
CuS 50 70 1 12
PbS RT 70 0.5 2

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
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Fig. 7 Absorption spectra of interfacial CdS films deposited on glass
slides. The deposition temperature is indicated. The depositions were
carried out for 24 hours.

Fig. 8 X-ray diffraction patterns of CuS deposits obtained with
different copperthiobiuret : sodium sulfide molar ratios. The ratios are
indicated alongside. The graphs have been shifted vertically for clarity.
The depositions were carried out for 3 hours at 70 �Cwith 0.078mmol
of Cu(SON(CNiPr2)2)2 in 30 mL of toluene and 30 mL aq. Na2S$9H2O.
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(Table 2). In chalcogenide lms, variation in composition could
lead to large changes.26 Here, elemental analysis by EDAX
conrms that themetal : S ratio is 1 : 1 in the deposits produced
at both the highest and lowest temperatures. Hence, we believe
that larger grains lead to improved conductivity in the case of
CdS. The small variation in case of ZnS is in line with expecta-
tions as grain size varies little with temperature in this system.
An examination of changes accompanying elevated temperature
offers justication for the grain size changes. It is reasonable to
expect that higher temperatures lead to faster growth rates. This
acceleration is tempered by increased solubility of precursors at
high temperatures. The signicance of the latter is more
pronounced in the interfacial scheme where the concentrations
employed are well below bulk saturation limits. Here, a small
temperature effect indicating a close match between the two
forces can be expected.5 If solubility has the upper hand, higher
temperature deposits would be thinner. This seems to be the
case for PbS, where higher temperatures lead to tangibly less
intense colouration of the interface. In the case of ZnS and CdS,
the measurements indicate a similar trend with thinner lms
being obtained at higher temperatures. In the light of z15 nm
surface roughness present in these lms, the variation in
thickness is not signicant. This is apparent in Fig. 7, where the
absorption spectra of lms grown at different temperatures
reveal comparable optical densities at lmax. It is clear that
deposition parameters have different impact on each of the
systems. Further detailed studies relating the nature of the
Table 2 Characteristics of CdS and ZnS deposits. The growth
temperature (T), thickness (D), bandgap (Eg), conductivity (s) at 280 K
are shown. The growth period is 24 h unless noted

Deposit T (�C) D (nm) Eg (eV) s (U�1 m�1)

CdS 10 130 2.98 —
CdS RT 124 2.97 9.03 � 10�7

CdS 40 122 2.75 1.31 � 10�6

CdS 50 — 2.75 7.23 � 10�6

CdS 60 110 2.57 6.31 � 10�5

ZnS RT 130 3.58 1.58 � 10�6

ZnS 40 132 3.56 1.75 � 10�6

ZnS 60 124 3.55 2.15 � 10�6

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2015
materials to the parameters are necessary to uncover factors
that afford genuine control over morphology and grain size.

Previously, a number of different copper suldes including
anilite (Cu7S4) and djurleite (Cu1.94S) have been obtained using
1,1,5,5-tetraisopropyl-2-thiobiuret ligand and deposition tech-
niques such as aerosol assisted chemical vapour deposition.25

In an attempt to obtain other copper suldes interfacial depo-
sition was carried out with metal precursor to sodium sulde
concentration ratio ranging from 1 : 0.5 to 1 : 10 and at
different temperatures. Remarkably, every one of these depo-
sitions yielded pure covellite (see Fig. 8). There is no notable
difference in the X-ray patterns of the different samples
obtained. Such robustness is particularly rare in the chemistry
of copper suldes where the richness of the phase diagram
results in a mixture of products.56,57

Scanning electron microscopic images indicate that deposi-
tion at different precursor concentration ratios leads to
different microstructures. Crucially, elemental analysis by
EDAX conrms that the Cu : S ratio is 1 : 1 in the deposits. At
ratios near 1 : 1, the deposits feature, in addition to the plate-
lets, a number of other morphologies, prominent among which
are whiskered outgrowths (see Fig. 9 and 2c). These features
resembling attened whiskers are several microns long and are
Fig. 9 Scanning electron microscopic image of interfacial covellite
deposit obtained using copperthiobiuret : sodium sulfide molar ratio
of 1 : 5 scale bar is 5 mm. The deposition was carried out for 3 hours at
70 �C with 0.078 mmol of Cu(SON(CNiPr2)2)2 in 30 mL of toluene and
30 mL aq. Na2S$9H2O.
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typically about 100 nm wide. As the ratio is increased to 1 : 10,
platelets and their globular aggregates replace the other
morphologies. We believe that at low Cu : S ratios, the growth
takes place near equilibrium conditions yielding two-
dimensional modications of the three dimensional hexag-
onal form in the shape of jagged features. At high Cu : S ratios,
the growth is kinetically controlled leading to less well-dened
(i.e. rounded) forms. It would be of interest to build on the
excellent phase control offered by this technique and optimize
parameters to yield specic morphologies. Research efforts are
under way to address this challenge.

4 Conclusions

Nanostructured lms of CdS, ZnS, CuS and PbS have been
obtained at the interface of water and toluene by using
[M(SON(CNiPr2)2)2], (M¼ Cd, Zn, Pb or Cu) in toluene as source
of metal ions. All deposits adopt mesostructured forms with
superstructure features in the range of 100s of nanometres
made up of grains with dimensions less than 10 nm. It is
possible, in the case of CdS, to tune the grain size in the range of
4 to 7 nm by varying the deposition conditions. Charge trans-
port in CdS and ZnS lms takes place by an activated hopping
mechanism with activation energies of the order of tens of meV.
Two particularly noteworthy aspects of this study are the
excellent phase control provided by the [Cu(SON(CNiPr2)2)2]
precursor for the deposition of CuS and the ability to produce
PbS with greatly reduced surface oxidation levels. We believe
that this rst report featuring air and water stable, highly
soluble thiobiuret precursors will pave way for rapid develop-
ment of the interfacial deposition technique. We have ascer-
tained that it is possible to deposit other nanocrystalline lms
such as ZnO using the thiobiuret precursors. Further research
into these aspects is under way.
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